
 

 

This week’s communique provides food for 

thought as to the ultimate scorecard 

accountability and where the B-BBEE Buck 

stops. We aim to guide our members to 

reach their B-BBEE milestones and support 

economic inclusion by addressing legislation 

and interpretation topics that are critical to 

an organisation’s overall scorecard. The 

focus of this week's topics is on:  

• ‘Forum Shopping’ for an 

interpretation that fits the 

strategic mould; 

• The Skills Development 

Scorecard explained; 

• Supplier Certificate Collection; 

and 

• An article of Transforming 

Interest | Global Legislation to 

Trump Corruption. 
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Please register here to attend the monthly BEE Chamber TFM Webinar series on the first Tuesday of 

each month between 09H00 and 11H00.  This interactive and informative session reviews the application 

of technical articles covered in the newsletters over the last month.  

  

Register for the FREE Monthly TFM Webinar  
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‘FORUM SHOPPING’ FOR AN INTERPRETATION THAT FITS THE 

STRATEGIC MOULD  

  

As the B-BBEE Act was introduced in 2003, it introduced an array of BEEisms that today are 

used as a standard business language in South Africa. Phrases like the  Discounting Principle, 

Priority Elements and Fronting Practices, to name but a few, today regularly fill the boardroom. 

New to the list of BEEIsms that must be investigated is 'Forum Shopping'. 

  

Forum shopping is a common practice between organisations and the DTIC’s B-BBEE Policy 

Office, SANAS, their Industry Sector Council, Verification Agency or B-BBEE Consultant. 

Primarily an organisation approaches their Verification Agency or B-BBEE Consultant for an 

interpretation on a scorecard issue. The outcome of this query for an interpretation will either 

positively or negatively impact their scorecard. If an organisation is not satisfied with the result 

of that interpretation, they carry on searching for clarity that will suit their B-BBEE Strategy from 

SANAS, the DTIC or the B-BBEE Commissioner.  Another way of looking at ‘Forum Shopping’ 

is squeezing and manipulating one’s foot to make the glass slipper fit. 

  

As the base of B-BBEE legislation is an interpretation of the B-BBEE Act, the Codes, issued 

Guidelines, Clarification Statements and Practice Guides, it is vital to ascertain where the buck 

stops. In other words, who has the final say as to the real meaning of an interpretation. Let's 

evaluate the roles and accountability of all parties who are more often than not part of 'Forum 

Shopping'. 

  

The Measured Entity 

An organisation measured on their B-BBEE performance that seeks or challenges an 

interpretation of a requirement on The Code against which they are measured. Ultimately, it is 

the directors, managers and employees of an organisation who are personally responsible and 

accountable for the evidence featuring in their B-BBEE audit file. Those responsible for 

preparing a B-BBEE audit file, and any 'knowing people', will ultimately face the consequences 

of using an incorrect interpretation claimed for in their scorecard, irrespective of where it came 

from. 

  

The Verification Agency 

This party is tasked with independently auditing the data and evidence provided by an 

organisation to verify their B-BBEE Scorecard. Bear in mind that a Verification Agency is not 

allowed to advise the organisation on the design or implementation of their B-BBEE Strategy. 

Their role is only to audit evidence provided. 



  

The B-BBEE Consultant 

This party guides organisations on B-BBEE Stragegy and implementation before their B-BBEE 

Audit. They are allowed to assist an organisation to prepare their B-BBEE file, and can manage 

the audit process on behalf of their client. They may not participate in the B-BBEE Audit. 

  

SANAS 

The responsibility of this party is to licence Verification Agencies and ensure that they conduct 

B-BBEE Audits in line with the R47-02 requirements. They hold Verification Agencies 

accountable for their actions. In effect, they do not interface with organisations or hold them 

directly accountable for evidence put forward in their B-BBEE Audit. 

  

The DTIC’s B-BBEE Unit 

The B-BBEE Unit within the DTIC directs B-BBEE Policy in terms of the draft, gazette and 

repeal of any B-BBEE Legislation. They draft legislation to address the economic 

empowerment objectives on behalf of the Minister. Their role ensures that legislation 

incorporates and supports the National Development Plan.  In effect, they do not interface with 

organisations or hold them accountable on how the legislation they draft is interpreted. 

  

The B-BBEE Commission 

The role of the B-BBEE Commission is to ensure accurate, fair and transparent implementation 

of B-BBEE initiatives in line with the B-BBEE Act. The B-BBEE Commission has the 

infrastructure and resources in place to provide an organisation with support on interpretational 

issues. Processes are in place to allow for challenges should an interpretation not align with 

that of an organisation’s B-BBEE Strategy.  The B-BBEE Commission’s role is to interface with 

all organisations and is the only party that can implement legal action against an organisation. 

  

Taking the roles and responsibilities of all parties in the B-BBEE Chain into account, it is 

evident that the B-BBEE Commission is where the buck stops based on the following:  

• An organisation is ultimately legally responsible for the B-BBEE credentials they 

present to do business. Any Fronting Practice irrespective of the source of the advice, 

whether intentionally or unintentionally done, will see the directors, managers and/or 

employees of the organisation being held personally accountable. Penalties range 

between 12 months to ten years imprisonment. Any organisation exposed could face a 

maximum fine of 10% of their annual turnover. 

• As the B-BBEE Act provides for one regulator only, the B-BBEE Commission is the 

only party that can provide clarity upon an organisation challenging an 



 

interpretation.The Act mandates that any matter investigated by the B-BBEE 

Commission which uncovers a criminal offence must refer it to the National Prosecuting 

Authority or an appropriate division of the South African Police Service. A 

Memorandum of Understanding entered into between the B-BBEE Commission and 

SARS in May 2018 allows the same response from SARS.  

In issue 20 of TFM Magazine, earmarked for distribution in August,will comprehensively unpack 

pack this issue in line with legislation. The B-BBEE Commission Service Desk is available to 

assist members with packaging Opinions for Request to the B-BBEE Commission.  
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THE SKILLS DEVELOPMENT SCORECARD EXPLAINED 

  

There are two facets to take into account on the Skills Development Scorecard. 

  

1. Skills Development Expenditure; and 

2. Headcount. 

  

The total points for Skills Development expenditure on ‘Black’ People are 10 against a total 

target of 6% of the Leviable Amount. 

 

This target is split as follows:  

• 2.5% of the Leviable Amount specifically for Category A Bursaries, and in some 

instances category B, providing the Bursary has a practical requirement for attaining a 

qualification.   

• 3.5% of Leviable Amount available from all categories, namely A to G, applicable to 

Bursaries, Learnerships, Internships, Apprenticeships, skills programmes, short 

courses and in-house training. 

• An additional target of 0.3% of the Leviable Amount is available to organisations that 

provide training to ‘Black’ Employed persons with disabilities. This expenditure for 

training such employees counts towards achieving an overall 6% expenditure target; or 

put another way, the expenditure counts twice.  

Skills Development expenditure 

All costs incurred towards the implementation of training are recognised against set targets and 

rules as per the applicable Codes.  Examples of these costs are stipends, accommodation, 

travel, training venue hire and trainer fees.  

  

Headcount 

The Headcount points take into account the number of people on category B, C or D 

programmes as per the set targets and rules of the applicable Code. Both salaries of 

employees and stipends of non-employees count towards meeting the 3.5% expenditure target. 

  

Evaluation of Skills Development is over a 12-month measurement period. Any costs incurred 

on training programs within that measured period are recognised as long as an organisation 



 

can provide evidence of the training in the form of invoices, proof of payment, an attendance 

register and an enrolment or completion certificate aligned with the Learning Achievements 

column of the Learning Programme Matrix. 

  

Contact our Skills Development Service Desk for guidance on how to correctly allocate any 

expenditure.  
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SUPPLIER CERTIFICATE COLLECTION 

  

As Preferential Procurement forms a critical part of an organisation's overall scorecard, an 

organisation must have B-BBEE Credentials on file as evidence that they are procuring work 

from organisations with valid credentials.  A consequence of not having valid B-BBEE 

Certificates or Affidavits on file is that this is most often only identified at the time of an 

organisation’s B-BBEE Audit, hence too late to rectify. 

  

As part of our service offering to support our members in meeting their B-BBEE mandate, the 

BEE Chamber will expand its benefits to members. Benefits now include the collection of B-

BBEE Certificates for members who upgrade from an Associate Membership to a Practitioner 

or Professional Membership under the BEE Chamber’s COVID Level 3 promotion currently 

running. 

  

Taking advantage of this membership upgrade promotion provides members with more than 

certificate collection for the R2,000 per month, which equates to R65,00 per day for the duration 

of the membership. 

  

Benefits also include:  

• An interactive members WhatsApp Group with real-time legislation and interpretation 

alerts; 

• BEE Video Library showcasing best practice projects; 

• BEE Tools and Templates; 

• Unlimited Telephonic Support; 

• A hard copy of the quarterly BEE Chamber members publication TFM Magazine; and 

• BEESmart Scorecard Software Vouchers supported by the Certificate Collection Desk  

This unique benefit supports organisations by uploading their supplier list B-BBEE Certificates 

onto the BEESmart Certificate Management Software. The system then tracks the expiry date 

of all suppliers. Before a supplier's B-BBEE Certificate expires the system will generate an 

automated reminder to a supplier that their certificate is due to expire. A new certificate will be 

requested, which will be followed up by automated communication and direct telephone 

communication by the Certificate Collection Desk until a replacement certificate is supplied and 

uploaded. Included is a quarterly report on the state of a member's supplier certificates, 
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highlighting the expiry dates as well as new certificates captured, including their related B-

BBEE credentials.  

  

To upgrade your membership from Associate Membership to Practitioner Membership contact 

the Membership Upgrade Desk and refer to the COVID Level 3 Promotion.   
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GLOBAL LEGISLATION TO TRUMP CORRUPTION  

  

On the face of it, South Africa has a robust legal framework to address corruption. Relevant 

legislative enactments include the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act; the 

South African Companies Act; the Financial Intelligence Centre Act (FICA); the Broad-based 

Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) Act, as amended; and the Accreditation for 

Conformity Assessment, Calibration and Good Laboratory Practice Act, to name but a few. 

There are dedicated and competent officials mandated with identifying and appropriately 

dealing with corruption, such as the Public Protector, the National Prosecuting Authority, the  B-

BBEE Commission and the South African National Accreditation System. Besides, since 2007, 

South Africa has been a voluntary signatory to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD). Despite this, South Africa did not fare well in the 2015 Transparency 

International Corruption Index, where it occupied position 61 out of 167 participating countries. 

Read more …  

  

 

 

 

Secure your place at the monthly Webinar on Tuesday, 7th July. 

 

 

Register for the FREE Monthly TFM Webinar  
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The BEE Chamber recognises the challenges facing organisations during the lockdown. 

Therefore, until 30th June any organisation choosing to upgrade their membership to that of a 

Practitioner Membership will qualify for a 40% discount on the monthly fee until the end of the 

level 3 of lockdown. 

 

 

Please Contact Me  

 

 

Upgrade my BEE Chamber membership  

 

 

 

 

 

Download TFM Magazine Issue 19  
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